
In August 2011, Unata commissioned a study to uncover opportunities related to an 

enhanced, mobile-supported shopping experience, specifically with Canadian 

grocery shoppers. 

What Shoppers Want from Mobile

The research yielded 3 key findings:

1. Shoppers are demanding a more personalized retail experience 

2. A mobile-enhanced shopping experience can lure shoppers from the competition

3. Loyalty program members are the ideal target, as they were found to be:

• the most valuable shoppers

• the most engaged with smartphones

• the most desiring of a personalized experience

• the most interested in a mobile-enhanced shopping experience

THE MOBILE LOYALTY OPPORTUNITY WITH CANADIAN GROCERY SHOPPERS

Overview
The mobile loyalty opportunity w/ Canadian Grocery Shoppers
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Unata empowers retailers with innovative technology solutions 

to deliver more engaging & personalized shopper experiences, 

while enabling real-time, 1-to-1 marketing.



Loyalty Members aren’t all so loyal
Program & multi-program participation high

Canadian shoppers are highly engaged with loyalty programs, 

with 78% being a member of at least one grocery loyalty 

program. However, 29% of Canadian grocery shoppers are 

members of more than 1 grocery loyalty program.
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...but they’re the most valuable
Loyalty members are the highest spenders

The average self-reported monthly grocery spend 

among loyalty shoppers was $411.36, 15% greater 

than the $361.46 average spend of non-loyalty 

shoppers. Additionally, 36% of loyalty shoppers 

spend over $500/month on groceries, vs. only 25% 

of non-loyalty shoppers. 
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...and most engaged with smartphones
Loyalty program members show higher adoption & usage

Members of a grocery loyalty program are 20% more likely to own a 

smartphone than non-loyalty shoppers. And loyalty shoppers are 

twice as likely as non-loyalty shoppers to report that they are 

planning to purchase a smartphone in the next 12 months.

Mobile shoppers who are a member of a loyalty program are twice 

as likely (32% vs. 14%) to have downloaded and used a retailer’s 

mobile application. And 40% of the mobile loyalty shoppers have 

used their smartphone within a retail store to help with shopping, 

compared to 37% of the non-loyalty shoppers.
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Shoppers are demanding mobile-
enhanced retail 
Loyalty members will switch for mobile-enhanced retail

Highlighting an opportunity to gain share of wallet, 46% of loyalty 

program members who have a smartphone or are planning to 

get one would be more likely to shop at a retailer with mobile 

functionality to enhance the shopping experience; only 28% of 

non-loyalty shoppers fit this criteria.

...but it needs to be personal
Mobile loyalty shoppers show a strong 

desire for personalization

64% of shoppers who are part of at least 

one grocery loyalty program and who own or 

are planning to purchase a smartphone 

reported that they would be more likely to 

shop at a retailer that offers personalized 

deals & product suggestions.

The results are similar when splitting these 

two groups apart; the incidence is 62% 

among shoppers who are part of at least 

one grocery loyalty program, and 62% 

among shoppers who own a smartphone or 

plan to get one in the next 12 months.
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“Are you more likely to shop at a retailer that 
offers personalized deals & product 

suggestions instead of one that does not?”

64% are more likely to 

shop at a retailer that 

offers personalization
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The ability to earn bonus loyalty points on the phone

Access to your loyalty points balance

The ability to store the loyalty card in the app and display it at checkout

The ability to pay for a portion of your grocery bill using points via the app

The ability to create shopping lists with specific products & actual prices, all from home

Shopping lists with running totals based on actual product prices

Shoppings lists that automatically sort the products by the aisles where they’re located

The ability to search for an item and find out what aisle it’s located in

The ability to sign up to the loyalty program from the application

New product alerts based on your preferences & past purchases

Deals tailored to you based on your preferences & past purchases
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WHAT SHOPPERS WANT FROM MOBILE: TACTICS TO GAIN SHARE OF WALLET

% of Canadian shoppers with a smartphone / planning to get one in the next 12 months who answered yes to: 
“Would you try shopping at a different grocery store if it had a smartphone app that:”

Grocery Shoppers in a Loyalty Program
Grocery Shoppers not in a Loyalty Program
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How to steal share with mobile
Personalization, rewards & convenience change behaviour

Over 50% of loyalty shoppers are willing shop at a different grocer that 

offers mobile features to enhance the shopping experience, 

specifically features that deliver a more rewarding, personalized or 

convenient experience. And loyalty members consistently show a 

stronger interest than non-loyalty members for all mobile shopping 

features that were surveyed. This supports earlier evidence that loyalty 

program members are not necessarily always loyal, and highlights a 

strong opportunity to steal share while attracting the most valuable 

audience. 
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How to leverage the findings of this whitepaper
3 recommendations for success in mobile-enhanced shopping

As demonstrated by the study’s findings, a mobile-enhanced shopping experience 

holds a wealth of opportunity for leading retailers to capture new shoppers and cement 

existing shopper relationships. But what specifically is needed to deliver such 

personalized mobile experience?

1. Integration between retail CRM/loyalty system & the mobile channel

In order to deliver a personalized experience, a shopper’s interactions must be tracked 

& stored against an account. For shoppers that already have a loyalty account, their 

past purchases & demographic information can used to deliver a personalized 

experience the first time they engage via the mobile channel.

2. A platform that enables an interactive, real-time experience

To be personal and relevant, mobile content must be immediate and interactive. This 

can be a challenge, especially when a retailer’s CRM/loyalty systems are not real-time 

enabled. In such a scenario, consider an intermediary platform that can enable a real-

time mobile experience.

3. A platform to manage, target & ensure relevance of mobile communications

Since a dynamic & personalized mobile experience will involve many campaigns, a 

platform is required to manage mobile content, communications and offers. In addition, 

predictive analytics tools are required to determine which shoppers would be most 

interested in specific content. 

A mobile-enhanced shopping experience must be rewarding, convenient, interactive, 

and most importantly, personalized. Mobile is the ideal channel to deliver a personalized 

experience; it’s a cost-effective channel that allows for the delivery of dynamic & 

individualized content to each shopper, both in and out of the retail store. Additionally, 

loyalty program members are ideal candidates for delivering a personalized mobile 

experience, as the loyalty program’s data can be leveraged to build shopper profiles and 

deliver personalized content. 
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ABOUT THIS STUDY
July - August 2011

n=727 Canadian grocery 
shoppers 

About Unata
The Next Evolution in Shopper Marketing 

Unata empowers retailers with innovative technology solutions to deliver 

more engaging & personalized shopper experiences, while enabling real-

time, 1-to-1 marketing operations.

Our platform seamlessly connects to a retailer’s CRM/loyalty system and 

delivers an automatically personalized shopper experience via mobile & 

web, spanning the entire purchase cycle. It also enables retailers to offer 

incentives to shoppers for engaging with the platform.

Retailers are provided with a web-based marketing dashboard that allows 

them to send offers in real-time. These offers can be targeted based on 

customer value, purchase history, as well as any customer interactions with 

the platform, all of which are tracked. Unata’s personalization technology 

also allows offers to be targeted based on a shopper’s likelihood to enjoy a 

product. Retailers can watch campaign results unfold in real-time across the 

entire purchase cycle, and can close the loop by prompting user feedback 

so as to more quickly assess any product’s core audience and success. 

Unata’s platform delivers a more loyal shopper while enabling high ROI 

marketing.

Our team comprises experts in customer loyalty, 

software development, systems integrations, and 

recommendation engines. We are partners with 

Aimia (formerly Groupe Aeroplan), the world’s 

largest loyalty solution provider.

unata.com

(416) 479-0775

experts@unata.com

product videos: vimeo.com/unata


